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this book advances an in depth comprehensive analysis of flagship universities in africa the largest most selective and most prestigious
universities on the continent the book draws on a range of country specific case studies including botswana egypt ethiopia ghana kenya
mauritius nigeria senegal tanzania and zambia to explore a range of issues associated with flagship universities and their role in higher
education in africa newly established institutions in new nation states and states emerging from conflict often rely on these flagship
universities to train their academics and build their intelligentsia flagship universities are thus capacity builders and trend setters in
their respective countries and sub regions this volume brings together a range of scholars to celebrate the impact influence and
contributions of african universities not only within africa but across the globe the book will be of great significance to students and
researchers in the field of education particularly those with an interest in sociology and politics of higher education this book employs
the modern econometric approaches such as dea malmquist index and tobit models to evaluate research effectiveness and productivity of
research oriented universities in china on the basis of five year longitudinal data of more than a hundred project 211 universities this
book illustrates the current status of the effectiveness and productivity of research oriented universities demonstrating regional
differences exploring dynamic changes and identifying underlying factors any researcher or policymaker who cares about the recent
development in chinese higher education in the 21st century will benefit from our in depth analyses フィンテックとは何か フィンテックによって何がどう変わるのか 伝統的金融機関は
フィンテックに対して どのような発想 戦略 組織の革新で対応すべきなのか 日々 国内金融機関のさまざまな変革プログラムに携わっている世界最大規模を誇るコンサルティング企業の精鋭スタッフが 最新のデータ 情報をもとに フィンテック最前線 フィンテックへの対応戦略を解説する
this book comprises high quality refereed research papers presented at the third international conference on computer science engineering
and education applications iccseea2020 held in kyiv ukraine on 21 22 january 2020 organized jointly by national technical university of
ukraine igor sikorsky kyiv polytechnic institute national aviation university and the international research association of modern
education and computer science the topics discussed in the book include state of the art papers in computer science artificial intelligence
engineering techniques genetic coding systems deep learning with its medical applications and knowledge representation with its
applications in education it is an excellent source of references for researchers graduate students engineers management practitioners and
undergraduate students interested in computer science and their applications in engineering and education the internationally growing
cursillo movement or short course in christianity founded in 1944 by spanish catholic lay practitioners has become popular among american
catholics and protestants alike this lay led weekend experience helps participants recommit to and live their faith emphasizing how
american christians have privileged the individual religious experience and downplayed denominational and theological differences in favor
of a common identity as renewed people of faith kristy nabhan warren focuses on cursillistas those who have completed a cursillo weekend to
show how their experiences are a touchstone for understanding these trends in post 1960s american christianity drawing on extensive
ethnographic fieldwork as well as historical research nabhan warren shows the importance of latino catholics in the spread of the cursillo
movement cursillistas stories she argues guide us toward a new understanding of contemporary christian identities inside and outside u s
borders and of the importance of globalizing american religious boundaries this paper discusses tuvalu s economic condition internal
happenings external linkages and climate the country has reported slow economic growth after the global crisis the export and economic
expansions have been minimal with many of its goods imported the main source of income for the country continue to be remittances from its
citizens working abroad and donor assistance the government has laid out a rigid agenda for improving fiscal strength literacy rate power
health and reducing nonpriority expenditure the authorities believe that these challenges have given a fighting spirit to the country the
political accountability of eu and us independent regulatory agencies is an in depth investigation on the law and practices of the
political accountability arrangements of all 35 eu and 16 us independent agencies occupational safety and hygiene presents selected papers
from the international symposium on occupational safety and hygiene sho2013 guimarães portugal 14 15 february 2013 which was organized by
the portuguese society for occupational safety and hygiene sposho the contributions from 15 different countries focus on occupational
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safety risk assessment safety management ergonomics management systems environmental ergonomics physical environments construction safety
human factors the papers included in the book are mainly based on research carried out at universities and other research institutions but
they are also based on practical studies developed by occupational health safety ohs practitioners within their companies as a result this
book will be useful to get acquainted with the state of the art of the research within the aforementioned domains as well as with some
practical tools and approaches that are currently used by ohs professionals worldwide this book is published open access under a cc by nc
nd 4 0 license this book analyzes issues in human rights law from a variety of perspectives by eminent european and asian professors of
constitutional law international public law and european union law as a result their contributions collected here illustrate the phenomenon
of cross fertilization not only in europe the eu and its member states and the council of europe but also between europe and asia
furthermore it reveals the influence that national and foreign law eu law and the european convention on human rights and european and
asian law exert over one another the various chapters cover general fundamental rights and human rights issues in europe and asia as well
as specific topics regarding the principles of nondiscrimination women s rights the right to freedom of speech in japan and china s
development banks in asia protection of human rights should be guaranteed in the international community and research based on a
comparative law approach is useful for the protection of human rights at a higher level as the product of academic cooperation between ten
professors of japanese taiwanese german italian and belgian nationalities this work responds to such needs as the requirements of the
semiconductor industry have become more demanding in terms of resolution and speed it has been necessary to push photoresist materials far
beyond the capabilities previously envisioned currently there is significant worldwide research effort in to so called next generation
lithography techniques such as euv lithography and multibeam electron beam lithography these developments in both the industrial and the
academic lithography arenas have led to the proliferation of numerous novel approaches to resist chemistry and ingenious extensions of
traditional photopolymers currently most texts in this area focus on either lithography with perhaps one or two chapters on resists or on
traditional resist materials with relatively little consideration of new approaches this book therefore aims to bring together the worlds
foremost resist development scientists from the various community to produce in one place a definitive description of the many approaches
to lithography fabrication assembles up to date information from the world s premier resist chemists and technique development
lithographers on the properties and capabilities of the wide range of resist materials currently under investigation includes information
on processing and metrology techniques brings together multiple approaches to litho pattern recording from academia and industry in one
place this book systematically introduces readers to the framework of china s ets pilots exploring their design and operating process the
current state of the carbon market and various barriers encountered to do so it deconstructs the guangdong ets which is the largest and
most representative of china s seven ets pilots the book subsequently describes and evaluates all seven pilots in terms of their efficiency
macro and micro effects the method involved in the dea model the cge model and cost benefit analysis in turn in the assessment section it
demonstrates how some ets pilots have failed to control carbon emissions due to inordinately high emissions quotas issued by the local
government etc further it argues that ets should focus on those industries with large emissions and high mitigating potential for the time
being and then gradually expand the scale of its coverage as china s national ets is slated for launch on the basis of the lessons learned
from the ets pilots the book offers a timely and valuable resource for all those who want to understand and forecast the development of
china s ets it includes a wealth of descriptions and explanations of chinese government policies involving carbon emissions control making
it a unique resource this book provides a detailed analysis of the institutional transformations brought about by the financial crisis
focusing on the institution building course of europe and the constitution bending course in several member states it discusses the
seemingly contradictory interplay between national and european institutions and the law resulting from the crisis arguing that the anti
crisis exceptionality constitutes the matrix of the new normality of the reformed european economic governance the author carries out a
critical analysis of the new economic governance and its case law with regular reference to relevant political episodes key economic
figures and to the hitherto lax modes and rules the author also offers deep insights into the greek adjustment programme and the crisis
related greek and portuguese constitutional case law presented in comparison with the german and french case law the book concludes with a
critical overview of the profound mutations in the role of national constitutions instigated by the new european economic governance and
the emergence of a democratically deficient meta constitutional mode of functioning of both the european institutions and national
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constitutions the book presents a collection of articles devoted to atmospheric and ionospheric science reported during the conference
atmosphere ionosphere safety held in kaliningrad russia in july 2010 it consists of reviews devoted to physics of elementary processes
aerosols ionosphere dynamics microwave discharges and plasmoids such a wide range of topics presents a comprehensive analysis of this
atmospheric science including trends and questions which exist to be solved the notion of change is central to this book across the globe
there exists a pressing need for transformation in the way teachers teach in the manner by which learners learn and in our approach towards
defining literacy in the 21st century historically the term literacy has been used to primarily denote reading and writing abilities a
designation which is today largely considered both quintessential and overly simplistic the field of literacy like many others within the
realm of education has a tendency to evolve and shift from one paradigm to another vacillating between the demands of globalisation and the
implications brought forth by the advent of new technologies reading and writing communication in essence is happening in very different
ways and via varied avenues blogs podcasts online news and tablets coupled with countless applications such changes are increasingly
borderless and rapidly accelerating and are bound to influence the nature of literacy itself as well as how it is perceived in diverse
contexts in different parts of the world this calls for a reorientation with regard to how researchers educators and stakeholders view
literacy in today s terms pre earthquake signals are advanced warnings of a larger seismic event a better understanding of these processes
can help to predict the characteristics of the subsequent mainshock pre earthquake processes a multidisciplinary approach to earthquake
prediction studies presents the latest research on earthquake forecasting and prediction based on observations and physical modeling in
china greece italy france japan russia taiwan and the united states volume highlights include describes the earthquake processes and the
observed physical signals that precede them explores the relationship between pre earthquake activity and the characteristics of subsequent
seismic events encompasses physical atmospheric geochemical and historical characteristics of pre earthquakes illustrates thermal infrared
seismo ionospheric and other satellite and ground based pre earthquake anomalies applies these multidisciplinary data to earthquake
forecasting and prediction written for seismologists geophysicists geochemists physical scientists students and others pre earthquake
processes a multidisciplinary approach to earthquake prediction studies offers an essential resource for understanding the dynamics of pre
earthquake phenomena from an international and multidisciplinary perspective the versatile and available gnss signals can detect the earth
s surface environments as a new highly precise continuous all weather and near real time remote sensing tool this book presents the theory
and methods of gnss remote sensing as well as its applications in the atmosphere oceans land and hydrology ground based atmospheric sensing
space borne atmospheric sensing reflectometry ocean remote sensing hydrology sensing as well as cryosphere sensing with the gnss will be
discussed per chapter in the book this comprehensive three volume handbook brings together a review of the current state together with the
latest developments in sol gel technology to put forward new ideas the first volume dedicated to synthesis and shaping gives an in depth
overview of the wet chemical processes that constitute the core of the sol gel method and presents the various pathways for the successful
synthesis of inorganic and hybrid organic inorganic materials bio and bio inspired materials powders particles and fibers as well as sol
gel derived thin films coatings and surfaces the second volume deals with the mechanical optical electrical and magnetic properties of sol
gel derived materials and the methods for their characterization such as diffraction methods and nuclear magnetic resonance infrared and
raman spectroscopies the third volume concentrates on the various applications in the fields of membrane science catalysis energy research
biomaterials science biomedicine photonics and electronics this comprehensive three volume handbook brings together a review of the current
state together with the latest developments in sol gel technology to put forward new ideas the first volume dedicated to synthesis and
shaping gives an in depth overview of the wet chemical processes that constitute the core of the sol gel method and presents the various
pathways for the successful synthesis of inorganic and hybrid organic inorganic materials bio and bio inspired materials powders particles
and fibers as well as sol gel derived thin films coatings and surfaces the second volume deals with the mechanical optical electrical and
magnetic properties of sol gel derived materials and the methods for their characterization such as diffraction methods and nuclear
magnetic resonance infrared and raman spectroscopies the third volume concentrates on the various applications in the fields of membrane
science catalysis energy research biomaterials science biomedicine photonics and electronics
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Flagship Universities in Africa 2017-06-26
this book advances an in depth comprehensive analysis of flagship universities in africa the largest most selective and most prestigious
universities on the continent the book draws on a range of country specific case studies including botswana egypt ethiopia ghana kenya
mauritius nigeria senegal tanzania and zambia to explore a range of issues associated with flagship universities and their role in higher
education in africa newly established institutions in new nation states and states emerging from conflict often rely on these flagship
universities to train their academics and build their intelligentsia flagship universities are thus capacity builders and trend setters in
their respective countries and sub regions this volume brings together a range of scholars to celebrate the impact influence and
contributions of african universities not only within africa but across the globe the book will be of great significance to students and
researchers in the field of education particularly those with an interest in sociology and politics of higher education

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2012: Dept. of Energy FY 2012 justifications
(cont.) 2011
this book employs the modern econometric approaches such as dea malmquist index and tobit models to evaluate research effectiveness and
productivity of research oriented universities in china on the basis of five year longitudinal data of more than a hundred project 211
universities this book illustrates the current status of the effectiveness and productivity of research oriented universities demonstrating
regional differences exploring dynamic changes and identifying underlying factors any researcher or policymaker who cares about the recent
development in chinese higher education in the 21st century will benefit from our in depth analyses

Evaluating Research Efficiency of Chinese Universities 2017-03-16
フィンテックとは何か フィンテックによって何がどう変わるのか 伝統的金融機関はフィンテックに対して どのような発想 戦略 組織の革新で対応すべきなのか 日々 国内金融機関のさまざまな変革プログラムに携わっている世界最大規模を誇るコンサルティング企業の精鋭スタッフが 最新のデータ
情報をもとに フィンテック最前線 フィンテックへの対応戦略を解説する

U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration Register
2010-03-09
this book comprises high quality refereed research papers presented at the third international conference on computer science engineering
and education applications iccseea2020 held in kyiv ukraine on 21 22 january 2020 organized jointly by national technical university of
ukraine igor sikorsky kyiv polytechnic institute national aviation university and the international research association of modern
education and computer science the topics discussed in the book include state of the art papers in computer science artificial intelligence
engineering techniques genetic coding systems deep learning with its medical applications and knowledge representation with its
applications in education it is an excellent source of references for researchers graduate students engineers management practitioners and
undergraduate students interested in computer science and their applications in engineering and education

フィンテック　金融維新へ 2016-06-22
the internationally growing cursillo movement or short course in christianity founded in 1944 by spanish catholic lay practitioners has
become popular among american catholics and protestants alike this lay led weekend experience helps participants recommit to and live their
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faith emphasizing how american christians have privileged the individual religious experience and downplayed denominational and theological
differences in favor of a common identity as renewed people of faith kristy nabhan warren focuses on cursillistas those who have completed
a cursillo weekend to show how their experiences are a touchstone for understanding these trends in post 1960s american christianity
drawing on extensive ethnographic fieldwork as well as historical research nabhan warren shows the importance of latino catholics in the
spread of the cursillo movement cursillistas stories she argues guide us toward a new understanding of contemporary christian identities
inside and outside u s borders and of the importance of globalizing american religious boundaries

Advances in Computer Science for Engineering and Education III 2020-08-05
this paper discusses tuvalu s economic condition internal happenings external linkages and climate the country has reported slow economic
growth after the global crisis the export and economic expansions have been minimal with many of its goods imported the main source of
income for the country continue to be remittances from its citizens working abroad and donor assistance the government has laid out a rigid
agenda for improving fiscal strength literacy rate power health and reducing nonpriority expenditure the authorities believe that these
challenges have given a fighting spirit to the country

Department of Energy fiscal year 2014 justifications 2013
the political accountability of eu and us independent regulatory agencies is an in depth investigation on the law and practices of the
political accountability arrangements of all 35 eu and 16 us independent agencies

The Cursillo Movement in America 2013-09-09
occupational safety and hygiene presents selected papers from the international symposium on occupational safety and hygiene sho2013
guimarães portugal 14 15 february 2013 which was organized by the portuguese society for occupational safety and hygiene sposho the
contributions from 15 different countries focus on occupational safety risk assessment safety management ergonomics management systems
environmental ergonomics physical environments construction safety human factors the papers included in the book are mainly based on
research carried out at universities and other research institutions but they are also based on practical studies developed by occupational
health safety ohs practitioners within their companies as a result this book will be useful to get acquainted with the state of the art of
the research within the aforementioned domains as well as with some practical tools and approaches that are currently used by ohs
professionals worldwide

Tuvalu 2012-09-04
this book is published open access under a cc by nc nd 4 0 license this book analyzes issues in human rights law from a variety of
perspectives by eminent european and asian professors of constitutional law international public law and european union law as a result
their contributions collected here illustrate the phenomenon of cross fertilization not only in europe the eu and its member states and the
council of europe but also between europe and asia furthermore it reveals the influence that national and foreign law eu law and the
european convention on human rights and european and asian law exert over one another the various chapters cover general fundamental rights
and human rights issues in europe and asia as well as specific topics regarding the principles of nondiscrimination women s rights the
right to freedom of speech in japan and china s development banks in asia protection of human rights should be guaranteed in the
international community and research based on a comparative law approach is useful for the protection of human rights at a higher level as
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the product of academic cooperation between ten professors of japanese taiwanese german italian and belgian nationalities this work
responds to such needs

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2015: Department of Energy: Environmental
Management, FY 2015 budget; applied energy funding, FY 2015 budget; science, FY 2015 budget
2014
as the requirements of the semiconductor industry have become more demanding in terms of resolution and speed it has been necessary to push
photoresist materials far beyond the capabilities previously envisioned currently there is significant worldwide research effort in to so
called next generation lithography techniques such as euv lithography and multibeam electron beam lithography these developments in both
the industrial and the academic lithography arenas have led to the proliferation of numerous novel approaches to resist chemistry and
ingenious extensions of traditional photopolymers currently most texts in this area focus on either lithography with perhaps one or two
chapters on resists or on traditional resist materials with relatively little consideration of new approaches this book therefore aims to
bring together the worlds foremost resist development scientists from the various community to produce in one place a definitive
description of the many approaches to lithography fabrication assembles up to date information from the world s premier resist chemists and
technique development lithographers on the properties and capabilities of the wide range of resist materials currently under investigation
includes information on processing and metrology techniques brings together multiple approaches to litho pattern recording from academia
and industry in one place

The Engineer 2008
this book systematically introduces readers to the framework of china s ets pilots exploring their design and operating process the current
state of the carbon market and various barriers encountered to do so it deconstructs the guangdong ets which is the largest and most
representative of china s seven ets pilots the book subsequently describes and evaluates all seven pilots in terms of their efficiency
macro and micro effects the method involved in the dea model the cge model and cost benefit analysis in turn in the assessment section it
demonstrates how some ets pilots have failed to control carbon emissions due to inordinately high emissions quotas issued by the local
government etc further it argues that ets should focus on those industries with large emissions and high mitigating potential for the time
being and then gradually expand the scale of its coverage as china s national ets is slated for launch on the basis of the lessons learned
from the ets pilots the book offers a timely and valuable resource for all those who want to understand and forecast the development of
china s ets it includes a wealth of descriptions and explanations of chinese government policies involving carbon emissions control making
it a unique resource

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2016 2015
this book provides a detailed analysis of the institutional transformations brought about by the financial crisis focusing on the
institution building course of europe and the constitution bending course in several member states it discusses the seemingly contradictory
interplay between national and european institutions and the law resulting from the crisis arguing that the anti crisis exceptionality
constitutes the matrix of the new normality of the reformed european economic governance the author carries out a critical analysis of the
new economic governance and its case law with regular reference to relevant political episodes key economic figures and to the hitherto lax
modes and rules the author also offers deep insights into the greek adjustment programme and the crisis related greek and portuguese
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constitutional case law presented in comparison with the german and french case law the book concludes with a critical overview of the
profound mutations in the role of national constitutions instigated by the new european economic governance and the emergence of a
democratically deficient meta constitutional mode of functioning of both the european institutions and national constitutions

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2014 2013
the book presents a collection of articles devoted to atmospheric and ionospheric science reported during the conference atmosphere
ionosphere safety held in kaliningrad russia in july 2010 it consists of reviews devoted to physics of elementary processes aerosols
ionosphere dynamics microwave discharges and plasmoids such a wide range of topics presents a comprehensive analysis of this atmospheric
science including trends and questions which exist to be solved

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2013 2012
the notion of change is central to this book across the globe there exists a pressing need for transformation in the way teachers teach in
the manner by which learners learn and in our approach towards defining literacy in the 21st century historically the term literacy has
been used to primarily denote reading and writing abilities a designation which is today largely considered both quintessential and overly
simplistic the field of literacy like many others within the realm of education has a tendency to evolve and shift from one paradigm to
another vacillating between the demands of globalisation and the implications brought forth by the advent of new technologies reading and
writing communication in essence is happening in very different ways and via varied avenues blogs podcasts online news and tablets coupled
with countless applications such changes are increasingly borderless and rapidly accelerating and are bound to influence the nature of
literacy itself as well as how it is perceived in diverse contexts in different parts of the world this calls for a reorientation with
regard to how researchers educators and stakeholders view literacy in today s terms

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport 2008
pre earthquake signals are advanced warnings of a larger seismic event a better understanding of these processes can help to predict the
characteristics of the subsequent mainshock pre earthquake processes a multidisciplinary approach to earthquake prediction studies presents
the latest research on earthquake forecasting and prediction based on observations and physical modeling in china greece italy france japan
russia taiwan and the united states volume highlights include describes the earthquake processes and the observed physical signals that
precede them explores the relationship between pre earthquake activity and the characteristics of subsequent seismic events encompasses
physical atmospheric geochemical and historical characteristics of pre earthquakes illustrates thermal infrared seismo ionospheric and
other satellite and ground based pre earthquake anomalies applies these multidisciplinary data to earthquake forecasting and prediction
written for seismologists geophysicists geochemists physical scientists students and others pre earthquake processes a multidisciplinary
approach to earthquake prediction studies offers an essential resource for understanding the dynamics of pre earthquake phenomena from an
international and multidisciplinary perspective

The Political Accountability of EU and US Independent Regulatory Agencies 2014-08-21
the versatile and available gnss signals can detect the earth s surface environments as a new highly precise continuous all weather and
near real time remote sensing tool this book presents the theory and methods of gnss remote sensing as well as its applications in the
atmosphere oceans land and hydrology ground based atmospheric sensing space borne atmospheric sensing reflectometry ocean remote sensing
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hydrology sensing as well as cryosphere sensing with the gnss will be discussed per chapter in the book

Occupational Safety and Hygiene 2013-04-04
this comprehensive three volume handbook brings together a review of the current state together with the latest developments in sol gel
technology to put forward new ideas the first volume dedicated to synthesis and shaping gives an in depth overview of the wet chemical
processes that constitute the core of the sol gel method and presents the various pathways for the successful synthesis of inorganic and
hybrid organic inorganic materials bio and bio inspired materials powders particles and fibers as well as sol gel derived thin films
coatings and surfaces the second volume deals with the mechanical optical electrical and magnetic properties of sol gel derived materials
and the methods for their characterization such as diffraction methods and nuclear magnetic resonance infrared and raman spectroscopies the
third volume concentrates on the various applications in the fields of membrane science catalysis energy research biomaterials science
biomedicine photonics and electronics

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2013: Dept. of Energy FY 2013 justifications
2012
this comprehensive three volume handbook brings together a review of the current state together with the latest developments in sol gel
technology to put forward new ideas the first volume dedicated to synthesis and shaping gives an in depth overview of the wet chemical
processes that constitute the core of the sol gel method and presents the various pathways for the successful synthesis of inorganic and
hybrid organic inorganic materials bio and bio inspired materials powders particles and fibers as well as sol gel derived thin films
coatings and surfaces the second volume deals with the mechanical optical electrical and magnetic properties of sol gel derived materials
and the methods for their characterization such as diffraction methods and nuclear magnetic resonance infrared and raman spectroscopies the
third volume concentrates on the various applications in the fields of membrane science catalysis energy research biomaterials science
biomedicine photonics and electronics

Contemporary Issues in Human Rights Law 2017-10-05

Materials and Processes for Next Generation Lithography 2016-11-08

特許庁公報 2014

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2008 2007
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The Year in Trade 2009, Operation of the Trade Agreements Program, 61st Report 2011-11-15

United States Plant Patents 2018-08-27

A Brief Overview of China’s ETS Pilots 2014

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2015: Department of Energy: Secretary of
Energy 2007

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2008: Dept. of Energy FY 2008 budget
justifications: science, nuclear waste disposal, defense nuclear waste disposal 2008

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2009 2016

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2017: Department of Energy: Secretary of
Energy 2020-12-10

The Flight of Icarus 2012-12-26

The Atmosphere and Ionosphere 2000

日経金融新聞 2017

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2018: 2018 Congressional budget
justification: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board;
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission; Appalachian Regional Commission; Delta Regional
Authority; Denali Commission; Northern Border Regional Commission; Nuclear Waste Technical
Review Board 2014-10-16

New Literacies 2013-07-05

Functional Polymorphisms of Xenobiotics Metabolizing Enzymes (XME) 2018-05-30

Pre-Earthquake Processes 2011

Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2012: Dept. of Energy FY 2012 justifications
2013-10-01

GNSS Remote Sensing 2015-08-28

The Sol-Gel Handbook 2015-11-02

The Sol-Gel Handbook, 3 Volume Set
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